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As an important part of public management, public policy contains the problems
identification, future prediction, plan selection, policy implementation and results
feedback. Each process is an important part of the government administration
behaviors. Public policy making is not only the means of government administration,
but also the embodiment of the concept of governance. Rationalization of public
policy making must become the essence in the government management. In practice,
however, many problems exist in public policy making in some local governments.
This dissertation is based on restrictions on car-purchasing, trying to explore the
defects of the local government in public policy making, then providing some
reasonable suggestions for policy making. It mainly contains the following contents:
The first part is introduction. It mainly puts forward the background and
significance of the article. It also reviews some relevant research results about public
policy making and car-purchasing .Then research ideas of this dissertation are pointed
out.
The second part introduces contents of restrictions on car-purchasing. Based on
the practice of the six cities which have carried out policy of restrictions on
car-purchasing, this part introduces the basic information of the policy and the trend
of restrictions on car-purchasing. At the same time, we try to do some analysis of why
the car-purchasing was restricted.
The third part is the main part of the article, trying to analysis problems existing
in restrictions on car-purchasing from the following five aspects. Firstly, there some
problems existing in policy value orientation, it is beyond the public interests.
Secondly, reasons of restrictions on car-purchasing are difficult to sustain. Thirdly,
restrictions on car-purchasing policy are lack of legal legitimacy. Fourthly, procedures
of restrictions on car-purchasing are not justified. Fifthly, restrictions on














The fourth part provides some proposals on policy making. Policymakers should
grasp the following points: Firstly, Policymakers should focus on public interests，
avoiding short-sighted effects; Secondly ,strengthening citizens' participation rights in
public decision-making is very important; Thirdly, it is necessary to ensure
legalization of policy formulation ; Lastly, public managers should update ideas of
administration, innovate ways of management.
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